Section Numbers Definitions

The sections are to be defined effective Spring 2015 (201530/35) onwards as listed below.

This will aid in:

- Accurate report generation
- Class roster distribution etc.
- Courses in progress determination etc. for departments, advising, students etc.
- Prevent issues with TRACs

Study Abroad/Continuing Ed Courses:

DXX = Extension
SXX = Study Abroad
TXX = TSIE
CXX = Correspondence
CEX = Continuing Education

Academic Departments:

Fall = 001-250
Spring = 251-499
Summer I = 501-750
Parts of Terms 1, 31, 34, 41, 42, 51, and 81
Summer II = 751-999
Parts of Term 36, 39, 46, and 56
Labs (0 credit hours) = LXX
Honors = HXX
Reserved Seating = RXX
NCBO = NXX

Note:

- Once a section has registration we cannot change the section number.
- Section numbers should only be changed to fill in gaps in sequencing or to meet above requirements.